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A Celebration
of Western
Australian Art

One moment. 200 perspectives.
A gallery-wide celebration of Western Australian artistic talent.

In The View From Here, The Art Gallery of Western Australia presents
its largest ever exhibition of Western Australian art, with 30 major new
commissions, exhibitions and acquisitions by leading Western Australian
artists and creatives.
The exhibition captures the perspectives of a diverse group of artists, from
the state’s renowned and iconic western desert and Kimberley artists,
to emerging artists—many from non-traditional arts backgrounds—to
established Western Australian artists working here and elsewhere.
The exhibition transforms every single AGWA gallery space into a
celebration of Western Australian art, culture and creativity, including
Collective Ground, the first exhibition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander works acquired through AGWA’s 1.5 million dollar Covid-19 stimulus
package, featuring some 60 artworks; as well as a major new sculpture
commission from Telstra Award-winning artist Ngarralja Tommy May.

The View From Here coincides with the launch of the new AGWA Rooftop,
representing the completion of the original architectural intent of the 1979
vision for the brutalist building. The AGWA Rooftop hosts one of the state’s
most significant commissions from a Noongar artist, with Christopher
Pease’s sprawling, 34-metre light-based artwork wrapping its exterior
walls, overlooking the city skyline—as well as a new interior rooftop gallery
and open-air sculpture walk.
This moment, also encompassing renovations throughout the gallery
including a new foyer, sees AGWA emerge from Covid-19 and a moment
of introspection renewed. It presents an opportunity to focus on unique
Western Australian perspectives and the art and artists of this place.
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Abdul Abdullah ∙ Abdul-Rahman Abdullah
Agnes Yamboong Armstrong ∙ Alan Muller ∙ Alex Spremberg ∙ Alysha Taylor
Amanda Bell ∙ Anawari Inpiti Mitchell ∙ Angelina Guluwulla Karadada Boona
Angelina Woods ∙ Angilya Mitchell ∙ Bob Gibson ∙ Brenda L. Croft
Brian Blanchflower ∙ Bruno Booth ∙ Bugai Whyoulter ∙ Christopher Pease
Corban Clause Williams ∙ Cynthia Burke ∙ Daisy Helen Tjupantarri Ward
Dallas Fletcher ∙ Danielle Freakley ∙ Donny Nyorna Woolagoodja
Dora Parker ∙ Elise Blumann ∙ Erin Coates ∙ Ethel (Narelle) Kanpatja Holland
Eveline Kotai ∙ Fiona Harman ∙ Fred Ward ∙ Garry Sibosado
George (Hairbrush) Tjungurrayi ∙ Helen Smith ∙ Helicopter Joey Tjungurrayi
Holly Yoshida ∙ Isaac Garang ∙ Ivy Laidlaw ∙ Jack Ball ∙ Jakayu Biljabu
Janet Dreamer ∙ Janine Samson ∙ Jennifer Mintaya Connelly ∙ Joanna Lamb
Jo Darbyshire ∙ John Prince Siddon ∙ John Teschendorff
Judith Yinyika Chambers ∙ Julianne Clifford ∙ Julie Dowling ∙ Julie Porter
Joyce Winsley ∙ Jurek Wybraniec ∙ Kate McMillan ∙ Kathleen Kanta Donnegan
Katjarra Butler ∙ Kevin Ballantine ∙ Kevin Robertson ∙ Kittey Ngyalgarri Malarvie
Kristabell Porter ∙ La La (Sophia) Brown ∙ Lalla West ∙ Laurel Nannup
Lawrence Pennington ∙ Lily Jatarr Long ∙ Lorraine Davies ∙ Luel de Kuék
Lucy Loomoo ∙ Lucy Yukenbarri ∙ Mary Gibson ∙ Max Pam ∙ Mervyn Street
Michele Theunissen ∙ Mike Shime ∙ Minnie Lumai ∙ Miriam Stannage
Muuki Taylor ∙ Myrtle Pennington ∙ Nancy Carnegie ∙ Nancy Chapman
Nathan Beard ∙ Ned Grant ∙ Neville Niypula McArthur ∙ Ngalpingka Simms
Ngarralja Tommy May ∙ Nora Nungabar ∙ Nora Wompi ∙ Noreen Parker
Pamela Hogan ∙ Patrick Mung Mung ∙ Peggy Griffiths ∙ Peter Farmer
Phyllis (Booljoonngali) Thomas ∙ Pilar Mata Dupont ∙ Rammey Ramsey
Revel Cooper ∙ Reynold Hart ∙ Rodney Glick ∙ Rohin (Dushong) Kickett
Saleheh Gholami ∙ Sandra Hill ∙ Sarah Bahbah ∙ Shane Pickett ∙ Sharyn Eagan
Spinifex Women’s Collaborative ∙ Tamisha Williams ∙ Tarryn Gill ∙ Tim Meakins
Timo Hogan ∙ Tjawina Porter ∙ Tjyllyungoo Lance Chadd ∙ Tracey Simms
Trevor Bly ∙ Trevor Richards ∙ Tyrown Waigana ∙ Violet Samson ∙ Wade Taylor
Waringarri Aboriginal Artists ∙ Wendy Nanji ∙ Wokka Taylor
Yabini Kickett ∙ Yok & Sheryo ∙ 100 Vandals
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Rooftop
AGWA Rooftop is a new 500-person venue
offering unparalleled 360-degree views of the
Perth CBD skyline, accessible from the Perth
Cultural Centre via the new external glass lift and
sky-bridge. The 10 million dollar transformation
represents the completion of the original
architectural intention for the 1979 brutalist
building, which was imagined by architect
Charles Sierakowski as a vantage point for
looking out.
Designed by TAG Architects and FJMT, the
AGWA Rooftop hosts both an indoor and outdoor
gallery, with an open-air sculpture park featuring
works from the State Art Collection forming a
central part of the visitor experience.
The centrepiece of the rooftop is a new
34-metre-long contemporary Aboriginal art
piece by Minang/Wardandi/Bibbulmun artist
Christopher Pease, commissioned for the State
Art Collection and funded by the Foundation
through the TomorrowFund.
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Collective Ground
A special exhibition drawing together 60 works from First
Nations artists across Western Australia.
The pandemic has forced us to consider the way we live and
how. Many of us have had to adjust from being in wide-open
spaces to being contained in small spaces. It has been a
time to reflect on the places we occupy, and the spaces we
inhabit, internally and externally. Collective Ground asks the
viewer to consider the ground on which they walk.
Yamaji/Noongar curator Tui Raven has brought together
Collective Ground — the first exhibition of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander works acquired through AGWA’s
COVID-19 Stimulus Package. It explores deep time and the
stories that flow through the land on which we all live — as
told through the artworks of First Nations peoples across
the state.
The works in Collective Ground have been curated in
consideration of the need to separate some of the works
based on subject matter related to men’s and women’s
Tjukurba/Tjukurpa (the creation period when ancestor
beings created the world). During the Tjukurba ancestral
beings left marks on the landscape and this laid out
Songlines or Creation Lines. The word Tjukurba was chosen
as it is from languages of the Western and Central Desert
regions of Australia. Many works in Collective Ground relate
to the Tjukurba of these regions. The word for the Dreaming
or creation time in Noongar language is Nyitting.
(Clockwise) Tyrown Waigana Fade 2020. Acrylic on canvas, 101.0 x 101.1 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western
Australia. Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: COVID-19 Arts Stimulus Package, 2020.
Corban Clause Williams Kaalpa ( Kalypa, Canning Stock route 23) 2020. Acrylic on canvas, 121.0 x 75.5 cm. State Art
Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: COVID-19
Arts Stimulus Package, 2020.
Jakayu Biljabu Minyipuru (Jakukyukulyu, Seven Sisters) 2015. Acrylic on canvas, 91.5 x 91 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery
of Western Australia. Purchased through th Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: COVID-19 Arts Stimulus Package, 2020.
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Abdul
Abdullah
Three new works from
one of Australia's most
provocative painters
reference ocean, land
and fire in a collective
denunciation of ruling
class hypocrisy.
Born into a Muslim family,
Abdul Abdullah uses the
outsider status that framed
him after 9/11 to take on the
myths and power dynamics
that shape personal and
national identities in a
global sphere. Poetic and
provocative, his work
combines a punchy, graphic
presence that elicits strong
emotional and intellectual
responses with an ambiguity
that maintains a nagging,
unsettling force.

Danielle Freakley

Danielle Freakley. Photo by Liz Looker.

A convention-bending performance work from one of Australia's most
elusive practitioners, in which audiences become the artists.
AGWA stages Equal Opportunity to be a Dictator, a major work by
Seychellois-Australian artist Danielle Freakley in which participants offer
eachother speech using the magic word, “Say”. The work is part of Freakley’s
ongoing exploration of “speech theft” and de-authorship, distorting
conventional communication and human behaviour to expose the subtext of
everyday life.

Abdul Abdullah. Photo by Isabella Moore.
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Tyrown
Waigana
AGWA’s new foyer mural
wall is unveiled, showcasing
an abstract work by an
emerging Noongar and
Torres Strait Islander artist.
Through his surreal concepts
and abstract painting,
Wardandi and Saibai Islander
multidisciplinary artist and
graphic designer Tyrown
Waigana probes themes like
identity, feelings, politics and
art history.

Christopher Pease

Waigana’s work, Overgrown,
welcomes AGWA’s visitors,
taking up pride of place on
the Gallery’s new mural wall
upon entrance through the
revamped foyer. It references
the tendency of “high art”
and “high culture” to strive
for unstoppable growth —
and the idea of new things
covering old things or old
things becoming new things.

One of the most significant commissions of a Noongar artist in
Western Australian history.
A new 34-metre long, 5-metre tall light-based artwork commissioned
from Minang/Wardandi/Bibbulmun artist Christopher Pease takes up
place on the Perth city skyline, wrapping around the exterior walls of
AGWA’s new rooftop. Titled Targets, the work celebrates the ongoing
importance of the Derbarl Yerrigan — the Noongar name for the Swan
River — to Perth’s identity and its ecosystem. It’s one of the artist’s most
significant public works to date and the largest public commission from a
Noongar artist in Western Australian history.
Christopher Pease. Photo by Cole Baxter.

Tyrown Wiagana. Photo by Tim Palman.
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Holly Yoshida

Joanna Lamb

Two distinctive oil paintings reveal the subtle mysteries of everyday spaces.

Two new large-scale murals of suburban swimming pools bring a post-Pop Art
coolness to AGWA's rest areas.

Holly Yoshida began painting in her current, realistic mode in 2013 while a student
at Edith Cowan University. Two works drawn from the State Collection — Five
and a Half Minute Hallway: Exploration 6 2019 and Offerings 2021 — depict
domestic spaces. These are average rooms taken from Yoshida’s own orbit,
while others in her catalogue are drawn from rental sites. In them is captured the
residue of everyday life; the energy that gets left behind in spaces, absorbed and
exhaled by walls that enclose our existence.

Holly Yoshida Offerings 2021. Oil on board, 60 x 80 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia.
Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: Emerging Artists' Fund, 2021.

For more than twenty years Joanna Lamb has been exploring the overlooked
aesthetic qualities of Perth’s suburbs. Her work is exquisitely rendered, leaning
towards abstraction as individual pictorial elements are all treated with the same
level of attention. Her swimming pool images began after she isolated a backyard
pool in a painting of a suburban home.

Joanna Lamb Pool [4] 2021. Acrylic paint, Dulux Shimmer Quarter, Dulux Shimmer, Dulux High Blue, Dulux Water Raceway, Dulux Wing Commander, Dulux Kiss,
350 x 500 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: TomorrowFund, 2021.
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Tim Meakins

John Prince Siddon

AGWA’s new interior rooftop gallery opens with a flex in
Muscle Beach, a solo exhibition from one of WA’s most
exciting young artists.

The paintbrush and the written word meet in the work of one of Australia’s
most explosive artists.

Muscle Beach is a solo exhibition by Perth artist and designer Tim
Meakins, comprising 10 giant 3D-printed sculptures of weightlifters,
posers and grinning weights. Occupying AGWA’s new interior
rooftop gallery, these figures offer a playful take on the culture of
self-preening and physical development.

Walmajarri man John Prince Siddon is one of the country’s most uniquely creative artists.
His paintings teem with life, bringing together stories of daily goings-on in Fitzroy Crossing,
records of historical atrocities that have impacted on First Nations people and the characters
from cultural stories passed down generationally between Walmajarri people.

They embody the lengths we go to in meeting improbable ideals,
while also honouring the expressive capacity of cartoons and
digital media to imagine strange new entities we might become.
Without a trace of moralism, Muscle Beach is about the pleasure and
problematics of holding an idea of who we are, and are yet to be, in
one and the same thought, in one and the same flex.

Tim Meakins Lay 2021. 3D printed PLA plastic, expanding foam, cut acrylic, automotive paint, 90 x 360 x 45 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

John Prince Siddon Panic 2019. Acrylic paint on canvas, 120 x 240 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia
Foundation: COVID-19 Arts Stimulus Package, 2020. © John Prince Siddon 2019 / Licenced by the Copyright Agency Ltd.
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Kate
McMillan
This internationally-renowned artist uses
film, sound and installation to reclaim
forgotten histories and bring obscured
places into view.
Kate McMillan’s work incorporates a range
of media including sculpture, film, sound,
installation, textiles and performance.
She’s interested in the linking narratives of
forgetting and place, often focusing on the
residue of the past. Her artworks thus act as
haunting memory-triggers for histories and
ideas that are overlooked.
Drawn from the Wesfarmers Collection,
AGWA presents a vignette of five of
McMillan’s works. Four of these —
Forgotten Landscapes, Lost, Trace evidence
and Somewhere between loss and losing
— are from her 2008 series, Lost. This was
made at New Zealand’s Lake Tarawera,
the site of McMillan’s late father’s
childhood holiday home, as well as that of
a devastating volcanic eruption in the late
19th century that buried nearby village Te
Wairoa.
Kate McMillan Forgotten landscapes 2008. Digital print 130 x 160 cm framed. Wesfarmers Arts, Perth.
Kate McMillan Trace evidence 2008. Digital print, 90 x 110 cm framed. Wesfarmers Arts, Perth.

Saleheh Gholami
An Iranian Australian artist with Afghani heritage explores the
impact of human displacement through still life photography.
Three photographs presented by AGWA are a result of her
meditation on the sense of dislocation she felt in navigating life in
suburban Perth and her own human experiences.
As she became familiar with the subtleties of this new place, she
became aware that it started to mentally replace her previous
home. This sense of loss and dislocation was sharpened by the
experiences of a close friend who had been in the Christmas
Island and Brisbane refugee detention centres.
Saleheh Gholami TO BLUE 2019. Digital photographic print, 60 x 90 cm. Courtesy of the artist.
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Tarryn Gill

Rodney Glick

Three new towering sculptural figures return the gaze of viewers from eyes
hand-stitched into unsuspecting places.

Wooden sculptural works created with Balinese artisans that elevate
the everyday.

AGWA presents three new sculptural works from Tarryn Gill’s Limber series; the
largest works Gill has made to date and the Gallery’s most significant acquisition
of her work. Gill’s work draws from surrealism, puppetry, period aesthetics (often
of the 1930s and 1940s) and, particularly in Limber, her own background in dance
and calisthenics.

Three Rodney Glick sculptures are presented as part of both The View From
Here and the Indian Ocean Craft Triennial that is taking place in various
galleries throughout Perth and Fremantle.

Sitting between the human, animal and the otherworldly, her entities channel
our deepest fears and fantasies, and imagine into reality new beings we might
yet become. These three captivatingly expressive works were inspired by a
life-changing encounter with the hairy, limb-like forms of the Trembesi trees
in Indonesia.

Glick’s refusal to follow the division of mind and matter is at the core of
these works. Traversing the prosaic and the poetic, the works centre on
scenes and icons from everyday life elevated into objects of regard and
worship, both of this realm and possibly another. Made from sustainable
sources in Bali (where he has been based since 2005) in collaboration with
local carvers and painters, they animate relationships between spirit, idea,
form, belief and experience.

Tarryn Gill Limber 1 2020 (detail). Mixed media (hand-stitched Lycra, EPE foam & fibre fill, artificial eyes, steel), 110 x 370 x 125 cm. State Art Collection,
Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: TomorrowFund, 2021. Photography by Pixel Poetry.

Rodney Glick Imagine You Know What You’re Doing 2017-2020. Project Team: Ketut Apel Suartika, Wayan Darmadi.
Painted hand carved wood, 46 x 50 x 180 cm. On loan from the artist.
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Sarah Bahbah

Sandra Hill

One of the state’s most popular cultural exports makes her State Collection debut.

A Stolen Generations survivor uses art to tell her story, process grief
and heal.

Sarah Bahbah’s female-centric stories told through carefully composed, subtitled image
sequences are kinds of self-portraits. They often begin as a conduit for thinking through
her own personal experiences, but take on lives of their own through the response of
hermassive online audience of more than 1-million people. Sometimes featuring herself,
but more commonly models or actors, Bahbah’s work tends to explore emotional and
romantic connections and disconnections, sex and gender, anxiety and vulnerability.
We meet Bahbah’s characters in frozen moments of crisis, when they’re grappling with
romance, heartbreak or existentialism.

Sandra Hill’s Homemaker series, three paintings from which are on display
as part of The View From Here, reflects on her life experiences and those of
her sister, mother, aunty and grandmother — all of whom are also Stolen
Generation survivors, their stories spanning multiple decades. Each painting
in the series depicts an Aboriginal woman in a Booka (kangaroo-skin cloak),
situated in a brightly coloured domestic setting. In contrast, the white people
of the Homemaker series are rendered in grey tones.

Originally from Perth (and with Palestinian/Jordanian heritage), Bahbah now works from
Los Angeles. In addition to presenting her work in galleries, Bahbah runs the agency Possy
through which she has worked with clients such as Sony Music, Gucci and GQ on videos,
movies and campaigns.

Sarah Bahbah Silence 2021. Colour photographic print, 127 x 127 cm. Courtesy of Artist Sarah Bahbah.
Sarah Bahbah Emotional 2021. Colour photographic print, 127 x 127 cm. Courtesy of Artist Sarah Bahbah.

Sandra Hill Home-maker #5: The Bedroom 2012 (detail). Oil on linen, 76 x 91 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia.
Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: TomorrowFund, 2020. © Sandra Hill 2012 / Licenced by the Copyright Agency Ltd.
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Ngarralja
Tommy May
An ambitious new sculptural
work from one of Australia's most
significant Aboriginal artists.

Wade Taylor

AGWA presents a brand new
sculptural commission from awardwinning Wangkajunga/Walmajarri
artist Ngarralja Tommy May.
The work, which takes the form
of a golden rain cloud and hangs
suspended from AGWA’s ceiling
in aluminium and laser-cut brass,
positions Ngarralja firmly within global
contemporary art dialogues about
climate and Indigenous systems of
caring for Country.

Two new large-scale oil paintings depict a Bunnings store set
ablaze and a raging house fire, exploring the strange connections
we form with the mundane.
Here AGWA presents two new commissions — his largest paintings
yet — documenting two suburban fires as “catastrophes”; vivid
ruptures in the fabric of the usual. Taylor uses their scale to
intimately involve us in this strange break in the everyday that
explains the sirens is a take on the fire that engulfed Bunnings
Inglewood the year before. He was attracted to the subject as an
emblem of “what makes the news”.
Wade Taylor that explains the sirens 2021. Oil and acrylic on wood, 162 x 488 cm (overall) 4 parts 162 x 122cm (each). Courtesy of the artist.
Wade Taylor We know where u live 2021. Oil and acrylic on wood, 162 x 488 cm (overall) 4 parts 162 x 122cm (each). Courtesy of the artist.

Ngarralja Tommy May. Photo by Sarah Landro.
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Michele
Theunissen
Inspired by Eastern traditions, this
artist searches for “nothingness”
in her paintings; their many layers
and parts combining seamlessly in a
greater whole.
Michele Theunissen’s rhythmically
patterned and open-ended paintings
take inspiration from Mahayana
Buddhism, to make delicately visible
the flicker between substance and
the insubstantial.

100
Vandals

Witness this in two paintings hanging
in this exhibition. Gathered creates a
pictorial choreography where paint
marks wriggle in loose wave-like bands
seeming to obey the pull of a horizontal
tide over a quietly glowing ground.

A commission of 100 works by local graffiti artists highlights
this often overlooked art form and celebrates its place
in our city.

The Edge resides at the opposite end
of the emotional spectrum. The work’s
fiery form is a brewing up of pain that
doesn’t resolve; it holds its feeling
state at a constant tension, maintaining
a meditative balance between an
awareness of the tragedy of life and
the difficult consolations of our being
present to them.

100 Vandals brings together newly commissioned drawings by
several generations of graffiti artists working in Perth and its
surrounding suburbs. Their works vary from aspirational designs
that showcase and extend their creative visions to those that
are direct documentations of past work or indications of unique
styles and visual attitudes.
(Clockwise) Tull 14 create 2021. Mix media, 21 x 29.8 cm. © Tull 14.
STAINS Untitled 2021. Mix media, 29.8 x 21 cm. Courtest of the artist. © STAINS.
JEBS Untitled 2021. Print, 21 x 29.5 cm. Courtesy of the artist. © JEBS.

Michele Theunissen. Photo by Duncan Wright.
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Amanda Bell
An emerging artist makes a luminous debut in the State Collection.
From our lip, mouths, throat and belly is a striking neon sculpture from Badimia and Yued woman
Amanda Bell, the emerging artist’s first acquisition into the State Art Collection. The bright pink
work takes the form of the Noongar word “Moorditj”, which means good or awesome in English.
A sound work accompanying the sculpture plays the voices of Aunty Gloria Hill and Aunty
Lola Garlett sharing their stories. The work reflects on the weight of words, and the power of
language in connecting with one’s cultural and familial heritage.

Brian
Blanchflower
Two pieces from this seminal artist's
Canopy series hang together,
evocative and demanding of our
attention.
Brian Blanchflower has radically
expanded what it means to be an
artist in Western Australia. Two works
from Blanchflower’s prolific Canopy
series are presented here: Canopy #74
Brighton Blue, 2017 and Canopy #76
diptych, 2018 –2019. Brighton Blue uses
layers of close-toned colour to evoke
the spirit of the ocean where he grew
up as a child and that of his lifelong
friend, artist Bob Brighton.
Brian Blanchflower. Photo by Duncan Wright.

Erin Coates
A decade of filmic works explore bodily
thresholds in ways that are at once otherworldly
and hauntingly embedded in the everyday.
AGWA presents a survey of a decade of her filmic
work, conveying the creative breadth of this output
while retaining a single media focus.
Through these films played on loop throughout
each day, Coates addresses the biggest concerns
of our time: our precarious and destructive
relationship with the natural world; a focus that
unifies otherwise very different kinds of work. Her
videos that use climbing and parkour rethink the
social and physical restrictions that delimit our
engagement with the built environment.
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IXIII

Bruno Booth

Two South Sudanese Australians explore identity through creative
expression of body, mind and soul in this emerging artist collective.

A family of 34 slinking, stretching,
technicolour cats make themselves at
home around the gallery.

IXIII (pronounced: eye-ex-three) is an art project and brand founded in
2019 by Isaac Garang and Luel de Kuék. They use it to examine identity
through what they see as its three primary forms of expression: body,
mind and soul.

An artist whose cross-media practice
addresses the challenges and
possibilities of negotiating the world
from a wheelchair, Bruno Booth’s Feline
good, HBU? brings to light relationships
between the cultural and the physical.
As his cats sleep, prowl and peer from
surprising locations, they function as
guides who make us gently aware of
how we orient our bodies and minds in
relation to artworks and formal public
spaces like galleries.

Combining photography, clothing and performance, IXIII showcases
arts practice around Mirrabooka in Perth’s Northern suburbs. Inspired
by their cultural backgrounds, and family and personal experiences,
the project produces new networks of aesthetic and social value and
contributes to the creative flourishing of the global African diaspora
they are a part of.

At times, they might suggest that the
angle from which we see a painting
or sculpture reveals or shuts down an
understanding. At other times, they
demonstrate that art is displayed
according to conventions, like a
“standard” hanging height that doesn’t
offer optimal access to many people.
Given they read and speak cat, these
felines bring to light that many of us are
put off by how words — like these —
are used to describe art.
IXIII. Photo by Matsu.

Bruno Booth with his series Feline good, HBU? 2021. Photo by Duncan Wright.
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Jack Ball
Through photography and collage,
this artist playfully explores themes
of synthesis and queer identity.
Bringing together 10 years of Jack
Ball’s practice, Wind Chill layers
early photographs with new works
continuing their process of undoing
and re-making through collage.
The exhibition incorporates a
selection of Ball’s works held in
the State Art Collection, including
photographs of handmade sculptural
sets that are suggestive of bodies,
landscape, and architecture. Placed
in conversation with new work, Ball
presents moments of everyday queer
intimacy and images of their body in
playful performances that navigate
gender and self-assemblage.
Ball’s practice involves sifting
through their extensive collection
of images on hard drives, a massive
stash that is difficult to navigate. Ball
recalls “Folders buried in folders,
folders with impossible time stamps,
empty folders titled sensibly, but
with the content removed… Every
time I open an old drive I end up in a
different place”.
Jack Ball Shower scenes 5 2019. Inkjet print on rag, 93 x 70 cm. © Jack Ball.

Abdul-Rahman
Abdullah
A tiger pelt and two monkeys hand-carved
from wood act as a portable chamber of power
that references migration, colonial inquest and
this artist's family heritage.
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah’s work explores
the collisions and ellipses between lived and
imagined experiences of cultural identity,
belonging and un-belonging through the lens
of his Muslim heritage. Throneroom 2021 is a
strange and lyrical study in realistic poetics:
the animation of objects into magical forms
and bonds that hold and unleash memory and
longing, avoiding a simple reading.
Connection to the artist’s ancestral homeland
in South Sulawesi, Indonesia, is at the fore in
Throneroom. Abdullah was born in Port Kembla,
New South Wales, and grew up in Perth, the son
of an Anglo-Australian father and a Malay mother
who migrated from Malaysia to Australia in 1971.
Her family line stems from old Bugis nobility
originating in Sulawesi.
In 1662, Abdullah’s family was banished from the
island in scandal, and when he travelled there
to trace his roots in 2015, he became the first
person in his bloodline to return to their ancestral
homeland — 13 generations later. That trip
inspired Throneroom.
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Yok &
Sheryo
Soaking up influences and
ideas as they move, Yok
& Sheryo works collapse
traditional forms and
contemporary modes of art,
craft and design to populate
a fictional tropical land called
“Yeahnahnesia”, a place filled
with its own eccentric Gods,
myths, shrines, temples and
creatures.
AGWA presents four handcarved figures, some of
Yeahnahnesia’s most recent
members. Double Fish
Bonanza and Fortune Favours
the Bold are shrines for luck,
both asking for offerings,
visually paying out on prayers
and encouraging daring on
behalf of those who worship.
Nocturnal Natas and Badland
Bats are totems that blend
humans with bats, dragons
and pigs, that might be
consulted to ward off danger
in difficult times and in
scary places.
Yok & Sheryo Badland bats 2020. Hand-carved Suar wood,
51 x 33 x 14 cm. Courtesy Yok & Sheryo.

Fiona Harman
Five small-scale paintings hone in on lonely scenes of water an suburban structures.
Over the past ten years, Fiona Harman has been honing an intimate approach to
painting that pulls from and extends the legacy of a critically oriented tradition of
Perth representational painting. While her works are small in scale they possess
a cinematic quality.
AGWA presents seven of Harman’s works, drawn from the State Art Collection.
Simultaneously low-key and dramatic, these are dream-woozy waterscapes and
throbbingly lonely scenes that appeal like newly-found half surreal outtakes from the
movies that have shaped our imaginative realities.
Fiona Harman Unwind 2020. Oil on board, 30 x 40 cm. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia.
Purchased through the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation: TomorrowFund, 2021.
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Eveline Kotai
An all-ages play space and exhibition exploring the
relationships between architecture, bodies and time.
In collaboration with AGWA Learning, Eveline Kotai’s
Looking Out/Back/In is an exhibition and all ages playspace inviting visitors to build sculptural forms that double
as cubby houses and create geometric 2D patterns on the
floor. Also incorporating Skyline/Timeline, a large-scale,
multimedia interpretation of a 1979 photograph taken out the
window of this gallery space, this showcase explores surface
and spatial geometries and unfixed relationships between
architecture, bodies in space, and the passing of time.
The window in this gallery space has been uncovered
after a long period of being covered to protect artworks.
The work invites audiences to look out the newly revealed
window to the CBD skyline, back in time to what the city
might have looked like before, and in towards the building’s
architecture. The shapes employed by the artist reflect
AGWA’s architecture and can be used to build structures
that reflect the city skyline.
Looking Out/Back/In is an invitation to pause, explore
and observe the gradual progress that takes place when
passing from one thing to another — or one place to
another — reminding us that all things are in a state of
flux. By participating, visitors become collaborators in an
open-ended artwork where stages are allowed to progress
and evolve under their own steam, and where each step is
informed by last.

Horizontal Geometries. Photo by Rebecca Mansell.
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